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Carl's Snowy Afternoon
Mom has to go help Grandma, but it's Halloween, and
Carl and Madeleine don't want to miss out on the fun.
So after Mom leaves, they make their own costumes
and go out trick-or-treating by themselves. They even
stop in at a party to bob for apples before they return
safely to their house, content from their Halloween
adventure and with Mom none the wiser.

A Woman in Charge
Drawing on the voices of atomic bomb survivors and
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the new science of forensic archaeology, Charles
Pellegrino describes the events and the aftermath of
two days in August when nuclear devices, detonated
over Japan, changed life on Earth forever. To Hell and
Back offers readers a stunning, “you are there” time
capsule, wrapped in elegant prose. Charles
Pellegrino’s scientific authority and close relationship
with the A-bomb survivors make his account the most
gripping and authoritative ever written. At the
narrative’s core are eyewitness accounts of those who
experienced the atomic explosions firsthand—the
Japanese civilians on the ground. As the first city
targeted, Hiroshima is the focus of most histories.
Pellegrino gives equal weight to the bombing of
Nagasaki, symbolized by the thirty people who are
known to have fled Hiroshima for Nagasaki—where
they arrived just in time to survive the second bomb.
One of them, Tsutomu Yamaguchi, is the only person
who experienced the full effects of both cataclysms
within Ground Zero. The second time, the blast effects
were diverted around the stairwell behind which
Yamaguchi’s office conference was
convened—placing him and few others in a shock
cocoon that offered protection while the entire
building disappeared around them. Pellegrino weaves
spellbinding stories together within an illustrated
narrative that challenges the “official report,” showing
exactly what happened in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki—and why. Also available from compatible
vendors is an enhanced e-book version containing
never-before-seen video clips of the survivors, their
descendants, and the cities as they are today. Filmed
by the author during his research in Japan, these 18
videos are placed throughout the text, taking readers
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beyond the page and offering an eye-opening and
personal way to understand how the effects of the
atomic bombs are still felt 70 years after detonation.

Hooray for Dogs
Readers learn how the effects of free-market idealogy
and corporate power have helped to undermine civic
obligation, democratic participation, and popular
decision making - at a time when mounting social and
ecological crisis demand far-reaching and creative
political solutions."--BOOK JACKET.

Good Dog Carl's Valentine
Six of the author's popular stories about the babysitting rottweiler named Carl are gathered into one
volume, and include Carl Goes Shopping, Carl Goes to
Daycare, Carl's Birthday, and Carl's Masquerade.
50,000 first printing.

Carl's Afternoon in the Park
One of School Library Journal's Best Picture Books of
2011 These look-alike twins have always shared
everything—their room, their toys, a crib, and, since
the day they were born, a blanket. But as they grow
into new beds, they need new blankets, too. Now they
face a new dilemma: they don't know how not to
share. Told from the perspective of two five-year-olds,
The Twins' Blanket playfully illuminates squabbles
and affection between young siblings. Yum's
minimalistic art astutely captures these twins'
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emotions as they toss, turn, and tug their new and old
blankets—and embrace their growing independence.

Good Dog Carl and the Baby Elephant
On his day off from the circus, Paddy, a performing
Irish terrier, spends a delightful day in a country town.

Carl Goes Shopping
Reprint. Originally published: c2002.

Carl at the Dog Show
Beloved children's icon Good Dog, Carl has his paws
full with a mischievous baby elephant who likes
backyard wading pools, playgrounds and fruit stands!
Since Good Dog, Carl was published 30 years ago the
series has sold well over a million books. The appeal
of the series lies in the nearly wordless narrative, the
lovable and somewhat mischievous Rottweiler and
the little girl he takes on secret adventures. These are
all present in this wonderful addition to the series.
Day s painterly skills are superb and her loving
portrayal of the gentle dog and his trusting
companion are as winning as ever, and this time an
enterprising baby elephant joins the pair. This time
Carl and Madeleine visit a children s zoo where the
enjoy visiting various baby animals. When they leave
for an ice cream cone and a walk around the
neighborhood, the little elephant follows them and
shares their adventures."
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Hoot
To Carl and his young charge, a masquerade party
proves an irresistible invitation to fun.

Follow Carl!
The darkly comic second novel from the author of the
Man Booker Prize winner Milkman, now available in
the United States In the small town of Tiptoe
Floorboard, the Doe clan, a close-knit family of
criminals and victims, has the run of the place. Yet
there are signs that patriarch John Doe’s reign may be
coming to an end. When Jetty Doe breaks into a gun
store and makes off with a Kalashnikov, the stage is
set for a violent confrontation. But while Jetty is
making her way across town in a taxi, an elusive,
chatty narrator takes us on a wild journey, zooming in
and out on various members of the Doe clan with
long, digressive riffs that chase down the causes and
repercussions of Jetty’s act. Before Milkman took the
world by storm after winning the Man Booker Prize,
Anna Burns had already honed her distinctive voice.
In her second novel, Little Constructions, she exhibits
the same linguistic brio, coruscating wit, and
scintillating insight into men, women, and the roots of
violence. A wickedly funny novel that swoops and
spirals as it examines the long shadow of abuse and
violent crime, Little Constructions explores what
transpires when unspeakable realities, long hidden
from view, can no longer be denied.

Carl's Summer Vacation
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Carl the rottweiler helps out Mama Dog by playing
with her puppies so she can rest.

Carl and the Puppies (My Readers Level
1)
From the best-selling author of Skinny Dip and Razor
Girl, a hilarious new novel of social and political
intrigue, set against the glittering backdrop of
Florida's gold coast. It's the height of the Palm Beach
charity ball season: for every disease or cause,
there's a reason for the local luminaries to eat
(minimally), drink (maximally), and be seen. But when
a prominent high-society dowager suddenly vanishes
during a swank gala, and is later found dead in a
concrete grave, panic and chaos erupt. Kiki Pew was
notable not just for her wealth and her jewels--she
was an ardent fan of the Winter White House resident
just down the road, and a founding member of the
POTUSSIES, a group of women dedicated to
supporting their President. Never one to miss an
opportunity to play to his base, the President
immediately declares that Kiki was the victim of
rampaging immigrant hordes. This, it turns out, is far
from the truth. The truth might just lie in the middle
of the highway, where a bizarre discovery brings the
First Lady's motorcade to a grinding halt (followed by
some grinding between the First Lady and a lovestruck Secret Service agent). Enter Angie Armstrong,
wildlife wrangler extraordinaire, who arrives at her
own conclusions after she is summoned to the posh
island to deal with a mysterious and impolite influx of
huge, hungry pythons . . . Carl Hiaasen can brighten
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even the darkest of days and Squeeze Me is pure,
unadulterated Hiaasen. Irreverent, ingenious, and
highly entertaining, Squeeze Me perfectly captures
the absurdity of our times.

Landed: The expatriate's guide to buying
and renovating property in Hong Kong
Carl Goes Shopping is a beautifully illustrated
children’s book in the Carl series from author/artist
Alexandra Day featuring everyone’s favorite
babysitting Rottweiler. When Carl is told to mind baby
Madeleine at a department store, the faithful canine
and his little friend do some mischievous exploring.
From the toy aisles and the clothing racks and home
décor, the duo make the store their own little
adventure land.

Carl's Baby Journal
The 26th title in the beloved series. In Good Dog Carl
Makes a Valentine Carl works hard to make a hand
made Valentine's Day card for his family, with
hilarious results.

Carl's Christmas
Carl Goes Shopping is a beautifully illustrated
children’s book in the Carl series from author/artist
Alexandra Day featuring everyone’s favorite
babysitting Rottweiler. When Carl is told to mind baby
Madeleine at a department store, the faithful canine
and his little friend do some mischievous exploring.
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From the toy aisles and the clothing racks and home
décor, the duo make the store their own little
adventure land.

Ocean Pollution
Madeleine’s mom has to help Carl's Cousin, Gamble,
get ready to compete in his event at the dog show,
and she tells Carl and Madeleine to meet her by the
show ring. Do Carl and Madeleine listen? Of course
not! They immediately set off to explore--they help
groom other dogs, have a snack, test out dog beds,
create an agility test of their own--all with hilarious
results and mom none the wiser. With its minimal text
and Alexandra Day's signature art, CARL GOES TO
THE DOG SHOW is sure to please Carl fans, Rottweiler
lovers, and dog enthusiasts of all sorts.

The Twins' Blanket
Ocean Pollution provides a unique look at the effects
of estuarine and coastal pollution on resource species.
One of the primary objectives of the book is to
provide an accurate assessment of the state of the
inshore marine environment and its inhabitants.
Coastal habitat degradation is discussed, and
principal findings from modeling and other research
efforts are analyzed and evaluated. The research
undertaken thus far extends beyond the effects of
pollution on resource population size to disease
effects in fish and humans, effects on aquaculture,
and effects on productive systems of the oceans.
These far-reaching consequences - and potential
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consequences - of ocean pollution are expertly
presented, and suggestions for mitigation are made.
Realistic scenarios about the future effects of ocean
pollution are outlined, providing a powerful tool for
researchers and regulators.

Cole and Sav
Carl, a large dog, babysits while Mom steps out to run
an errand.

You're A Good Dog, Carl
In this pop-up adventure, mischief follows a lovable
puppy wherever he roams.

The End of Politics
"Inventory is a remarkable memoir; a work of autoarchaeology, really, in which Darran Anderson
disinters his own and his country’s hard pasts,
shaking life, love and loss out of the objects of his
youth in Northern Ireland." --Robert Macfarlane,
author of Underland: A Deep Time Journey A lyrical
memoir and family history told through four
generations of fathers and sons in Northern Ireland A
smuggler and a deserter, Darran Anderson’s
grandfather skirted the Second World War on the
fringes of legality. Anderson’s father survived the
height of the political violence in Northern Ireland,
and Anderson came of age during the final years of
the Troubles. As a young man fighting for direction in
a country upended by years of civil war, Anderson
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found himself lost in the midst of hedonism, division,
and isolation. To find a way to exist in the world, he
felt compelled to leave his home town of Derry,
Ireland. But the mysterious disappearance of
Anderson’s cousin forces him back to his city, and, in
turn, its history. Searching, in the present day, for his
cousin’s body along the Foyle River, Anderson
examines how his grandparents lost their lives in the
same river. As he continues to search, his father and
uncle by his side, Anderson uncovers tales and
mythologies in the surroundings, forgotten writings,
anecdotes, and accounts, piecing together these lives
as he moves down the river. Through a private
microcosm, the fate of an entire city (and a larger
story about Ireland) is sensitively and cinematically
told. Exploring a landscape that changes with the
river from nautical to urban to rural, and replete with
stories of heartache, revolution, and redemption,
Inventory is a gripping and moving affirmation of how
we can emerge from tragedy with renewed hope and
a deeper awareness of who we are.

Paddy's Payday
Collects nearly one hundred illustrations of puppies
and dogs from books, magazines, and advertisements
primarily from the early twentieth century,
accompanied by quotations and anecdotes
celebrating such qualities as laughter, love, and
loyalty.

Puppy Trouble
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When Carl is told to mind the baby at a department
store, the faithful Rottweiler and his little friend do
some mischievous exploring.

Good Dog, Carl
Josephine Cameron's A Dog-Friendly Town is a
delightful middle-grade cozy caper sure to excite doglovers and gentle mystery readers alike! Twelve-yearold Epic McDade isn't ready for middle school. He'd
rather help out at his family's dog-friendly bed n'
breakfast all summer, or return to his alternative
elementary school in the fall, where learning feels
safe. But change comes in all shapes and fur colors.
When Carmelito, California is named America's #1
Dog-Friendly Town, all the top dogs and their owners
pour into Epic's sleepy seaside neighborhood for a
week of celebration. The McDades are in dog heaven
with all the new business until a famous dog's jewelencrusted collar goes missing. Every guest is a
suspect, and Epic will have to embrace new friends
and new ideas to sniff out the culprit before the week
is through.

Carl's Masquerade
A keepsake book features the lovable rottweiler Carl
and his infant mistress and provides spaces for
imprinting hand and foot prints, storing a lock of hair,
securing photographs, and recording important
milestones.

Little Constructions
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A family's faithful dog and the baby left in his charge
share an adventure-filled Christmas Eve.

Carl's Birthday
Canoeing, picking berries, and playing at the
playground are some ways that Madeleine and Carl, a
large dog, spend a summer day while they are
supposed to be napping.

Carl's Halloween
Available in paperback for the first time, the modern
classic that introduced the beloved baby-sitting
rottweiler to the world.

Carl Pops Up
Carl the rottweiler and the toddler in his care watch
the preparation for Carl's surprise birthday party.

To Hell and Back
"After / the afterlife, there's an afterlife." In
Silverchest, his twelfth book, Carl Phillips considers
how our fears and excesses, the damage we cause
both to others and to ourselves, intentional and not,
can lead not only to a kind of wisdom but also to
renewal, maybe even joy, if we're willing to commit
fully to a life in which "I love you / means what,
exactly?" In poems shot through with his signature
mix of eros, restless energy, and moral scrutiny,
Phillips argues for the particular courage it takes to
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look at the self squarely—not with judgment but with
understanding—and extend that self more honestly
toward others. It's a risk, there's a lot to lose, but if
it's true that "we'll drown anyway—why not / in
color?"

Carl Goes Shopping
Want to buy property in Hong Kong, but don’t know
where to start? It’s easier than you think. Over five
years, Christopher Dillon—a unilingual expat—bought
and renovated an office, an apartment and a factory
in Hong Kong.Based on this experience he wrote
Landed: The expatriate’s guide to buying and
renovating property in Hong Kong. Landed Hong Kong
explains how properties are bought and sold. It
introduces the players and the parts of the buying
process that are unique to Hong Kong. It profiles the
neighborhoods that are popular with expatriates, and
outlines alternatives to investing in residential
property. And it looks at how to successfully renovate
your new property, using case studies with budgets
and lessons learned. Landed Hong Kong concludes
with a list of resources covering everything from
architects to utilities.

Silverchest
When Madeleine's parents go to the Pond Party, they
leave Carl and the baby at home for a cozy winter
afternoon with a babysitter. But Carl and Madeleine
have plans of their own— they want to play in the
snow! After getting all bundled up, they sneak off to
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go sledding, build a snowman, and even make an
appearance at the party and try sliding on the ice at
the pond. Of course, resourceful Carl gets the baby
home before her parents return—and the babysitter is
never the wiser. Everyone's favorite Rottweiler
appears here in a wintertime romp.

Carl and the Kitten
Popular YouTubers Cole and Savannah LaBrant share
their inspiring love story, highlighting the redemptive,
surprising nature of God at work in our lives, and how
He graciously steps in and turns our messes into
something beautiful. Millions around the world
followed the fairytale love story of viral YouTube stars
Cole and Savannah LaBrant and watched as they said
“I do.” Their subsequent YouTube channel, dedicated
to family and faith, garners more than 100 million
views each month. But now for the first time ever,
Cole and Sav invite you beyond the highlight reel and
into the beautiful and messy, funny and tender story
of how God brought two unlikely people together in a
surprising, unexpected way. With their signature
charming and engaging style, Cole and Sav take you
behind the camera and open up about past
heartaches and mistakes; painful secrets and difficult
expectations; the joys and challenges of raising their
daughter, Everleigh; and the spiritual journey that
changed their hearts—and relationship—forever.

More Story Stretchers
A kitten is stuck up in a tree. How is the kitten going
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to get down? Can Carl find a way to help the kitten
get down from the tree safely?

Inventory
Carl is back in his ninth adventure! Children barking
at a squirrel in a tree? Carrying sticks in their mouths?
Begging for food? Who could be responsible for such
silly shenanigans except everybody's favorite babysitter, Carl, who takes a group of neighborhood
children on a lively game of Follow the Leader.
Readers will want to follow Carl's exploits through
town and country again and again, and Alexandra
Day's lush autumnal landscapes are the perfect
setting for the funny goings-on in the game.

Squeeze Me
Carl the rottweiler explores the dog show in which his
brother Gamble competes.

Carl and the Baby Duck
Green Culture is about an idea--the environment--and
how we talk about it. Is the environment something
simply "out there" in the world to be found? Or is it, as
this book suggests, a concept and a set of cultural
values constructed by our use of language? That
language, in its many forms, comes under scrutiny
here, as distinguished authors writing from a variety
of perspectives consider how our idea and our
discussion of the environment evolve together, and
how this process results in action--or inaction. Listen
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to politicians, social scientists, naturalists, and
economists talk about the environment, and a
problem becomes clear: dramatic differences on
environmental issues are embedded in dramatically
different discourses. This book explores these
differences and shows how an understanding of
rhetoric might lead to their resolution. The authors
examine specific environmental debates--over the
Great Lakes and Yellowstone, a toxic waste dump in
North Carolina and an episode in Red Lodge,
Montana. They look at how genres such as nature
writing and specific works such as Rachel Carson's
Silent Spring have influenced environmental
discourse. And they investigate the impact of cultural
traditions, from the landscape painting of the Hudson
River School to the rhetoric of the John Birch Society,
on our discussions and positions on the environment.
Most of the scholars gathered here are also hikers,
canoeists, climbers, or bird watchers, and their work
reflects a deep, personal interest in the natural world
in connection with the human community. Concerned
throughout to make the methods of rhetorical
analysis perfectly clear, they offer readers a rare
chance to see what, precisely, we are talking about
when we talk about the environment.

Carl Goes Shopping
Shows how to use such children's books as "Are You
My Mother?" "A Pocket for Corduroy," and Ezra Jack
Keats's "The Snowy Day" as a basis for activities in
writing, art, science, and math.
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Green Culture
Carl the rottweiler, in charge of a baby and a puppy,
takes advantage of Mom's absence to lead them on a
wild romp through the park.

A Dog-Friendly Town
The nuanced, definitive biography of one of the most
controversial and widely misunderstood figures of our
time: the woman running a historic campaign as the
2016 Democratic presidential nominee—Hillary
Rodham Clinton. Drawing on hundreds of interviews
with colleagues and friends and with unique access to
campaign records, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist
and bestselling author Carl Bernstein has given us a
book that enables us, at last, to address the questions
Americans are insistently—even obsessively—asking:
Who is she? What is her character? What is her
political philosophy? And, what can we expect from
Hillary if we elect her President of the United States?

Carl at the Dog Show
Mama Duck has lost one of her ducklings. Where
could Baby Duck be? Mama Duck asks Carl for help.
Will Carl be able to find Baby Duck? Alexandra Day's
ever-popular dog, Carl, stars in this brand-new story
created especially for beginning readers.
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